Neurology Crossword Puzzle

Across
2. Suffix sclerosis
4. What covers the whole nerve?
6. What is the inner most layer covering the spinal cord (meninges)?
12. Immature cell
13. Inflammation of sciatic nerve
16. Groups of bundled wrapped axons
17. Most common brain tumor from glia
18. How many pairs of spinal nerves?

Down
1. Painful skin condition caused by herpes zoster infection in neurons
3. What are the rounded folds in cerebral cortex?
5. Bundles of axons in CNS
7. What is the largest part of the brain?
8. Finger like structure that pick up impulses
9. Partial or total memory loss
10. Dome-shaped bone of skull
11. How many pairs of cranial nerves?
14. Main part of neuron
15. Tail of the neuron